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MEET A TEAM MEMBER
INTERVIEW
Why TBRe?
I joined TBRe in my second year of university, as
soon as I heard that a group of students were
forming an electric racing team.
TBRe has been a great opportunity to apply the
skills I have gained during my degree to a real
project.
I wanted to develop my understanding of electric
vehicles in preparation for a career in the automotive
industry.
Joining such a young team means there is a lot of
scope for major improvements year on year.
But most importantly, TBRe is fun, the people are
great, and I enjoy going in to university every day.

Oliver Wilkins
Degree
MEng (Hons) Electrical and
Electronics Engineering

Role
Low Voltage Systems Lead

Industrial experience
Placement in Integrated Circuit
Design at Imagination
Technologies

Future plans
I am about to begin a career in the automotive
industry, having recently accepted a position at one
of our sponsor companies. My ideal company
would be small and fast-paced, in order to maintain
the team feel I've experienced here at TBRe.

Fun Fact
Keeps so many lists that he has
a list of lists to keep track of
them

CAR SECTION IN HIGHLIGHT
Aerodynamics
The devlopment of aerodynamic devices (Nose Cone and Undertray) have been a key addition
to the car for this year. We hope this increased aerodynamic development focus will result in
significant improvement in the car’s dynamic performance.

Nose Cone
Significant design time was invested in optimising the nose cone geometry for aerodynamic
performance. Primarily minimising drag and maximising downforce generation. We focused on
the pressure distribution across the noses cross section, and the optimised design should
reduce drag by at least 10%.

Undertray
Focus on the development of an undertray, rather than front and rear wings, was chosen as it
is the single largest downforce generator for a race car. The undertray will develop downforce,
improving vehicle handling and stability under high speed cornering, however it will also add
mass. Finding a good balance between the size of the aerodynamic surfaces, and the
additional mass gain, has been an involved engineering process.
Final design development and adjustment is currently being carried out to ensure the
undertray is not only optimised aerodynamically, but also mechanically (Chassis mounting and
mass reduction).
We currently aim for manufacture of the undertray to begin in approximately 4 weeks.

SPONSOR OF THE MONTH
Newbury Electronics
Newbury Innovation is the electronics design
division of Newbury Electronics, a family business
with over 60 years of PCB design experience. Using
state of the art equipment, Newbury Innovation is
one of the few electronic design companies capable
of offering a complete electronics production
solution for every stage, from design to development
and manufacture. This will incorporate the designing
of the hardware and software required through to the
production and testing of prototypes and delivery of
a final, completed project.
The company currently employs ten members of staff (including former University of Bath
graduates) and are invested in sharing their expertise with the next generation. A visit to the
blog (link below) will provide insight into the latest thinking and current issues.

Newbury for TBRe
Newbury Innovation are our key sponsor for
electronics design and manufacture. They frequently
visit us and give talks on PCB design, sharing their
industrial insight and expertise to help us improve our
technical capabilities. They have also kindly given us a
PCB design guide which we frequently refer to!
They also offer us guidance along every step of the
PCB creation process, from designing the circuitry to
manufacture considerations. Currently Newbury
Electronics are printing and populating numerous
boards for us which are crucial for the car, such as our
Accumulator Control Board and Dashboard.
We are very grateful for their continued support and
hope to keep improving our electronic systems with
their contributions.

For more information please visit:
http://www.newburyinnovation.co.uk/articles/

